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Abstract

Deception detection is a pervasive issue in security. It
has been widely studied using traditional modalities, such
as video, audio and transcripts; however, there has been a
lack of investigation in using modalities such as EEG and
Gaze data due to the scarcity of a publicly available dataset.
In this paper, a new multimodal dataset is presented, which
provides data for deception detection by the aid of various
modalities, such as video, audio, EEG and gaze data. The
dataset explores the cognitive aspect of deception and com-
bines it with vision. The presented dataset is collected in
a realistic scenario and has 35 unique subjects providing
325 annotated data points with an even distribution of truth
(163) and lie (162). The benefits provided by incorporat-
ing multiple modalities for fusion on the proposed dataset
is also investigated. It is our assertion that the availabil-
ity of this dataset will facilitate the development of better
deception detection algorithms which are more relevant to
real world scenarios.

1. Introduction

An act of deception is performed when a person tries to
convince others about a false fact by providing inaccurate
evidence. This can be done using either lies, misrepresen-
tation of facts or omissions [18]. Deception is widespread
in the society. It is prevalent in many forms, broadly seen
as high stake environments and casual deception. The chal-
lenge is to develop methods that detect deceitful behaviour.

High stake deception occurs when the speakers are in-
vested into making the statements, and their statements will
have a significant impact directly – e.g., courtroom trials,
where a deceiving statement can lead to a guilty defen-
dant being acquitted without any charges. Casual decep-
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Figure 1: Proposed Bag-of-Lies Dataset, contains Video,
Audio, Gaze and EEG data for subjects that are describing
a stimuli image

tion can be seen in online reviews [23] to influence buyer’s
decisions, social media posts [31] etc. to amass people
for/against a cause and thus indirectly affects the society
as a whole.

Deception detection is highly useful in criminal investi-
gations, where very often the criminal is trying to deceive
the law enforcers to avoid facing punishments. Also, an
easy means of deception detection can prevent the spread
of rumours via social media or other networking sites. The
ability of humans to detect deception without any special
aids is limited – around 54% as reported in [5]. Thus there
is a need for systems that aid in deception detection. In
the past, several models have been proposed for deception
detection. Examples include physiological methods such
as the famous Polygraph test [30] or the more recent func-
tional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) based tests [7].
These methods suffer from following two limitations – (i)
they require sophisticated equipment setup, (ii) they are
overt in nature and require a trained operator to use these
methods. Therefore, their applicability to real life is quite
low. The widely used polygraph test has not been scien-
tifically proven to detect deception at individual level [3].
Also, these methods especially cannot be applied on cases
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Table 1: Existing datasets for deception detection.

Data Set Subjects Modalities (number) Total Collection Strategy
CSC [13] 32 Only Audio (1) - Hypothetical Scenario
ReLiDDB [21] 40 Only Audio (1) - Hypothetical Scenario
Open Domain [27] 512 Only Text (1) 7168 Crowdsourcing
EEG-P300 [32] 11 Only EEG (1) 88 Hypothetical Scenario
Real Life Trials [25] 56 Video, Audio, Text (3) 121 Realistic Scenario
Multi Modal [28] 30 Video, Audio, Thermal, Physiological (4) 150 Hypothetical Scenario
Bag-of-Lies (proposed) 35 Video, Audio, EEG, Gaze (4) 325 Realistic Scenario

such as a deceitful YouTube video.
Researchers have proposed behavioural methods [17],

such as using involuntary facial expressions [36]. These
micro-expressions are hard to detect for the untrained eye
and thus not useful for the masses without any special train-
ing. Thus there is a need for automated deception detec-
tion method, and the surge in computational power has
paved way for construction of automated systems using
data-driven approaches. Data-driven approaches also have
an added advantage of being unobtrusive and can leverage
as much information as is available. For example, they can
work with just video, and also incorporate text annotations
when available (such as the subtitles in a Youtube video),
making them an ideal candidate for deception detection sys-
tems.

Other data-driven methods proposed for deception detec-
tion use modalities such as Video, Audio, Text, Electroen-
cephalogram (EEG), Gaze [13, 32, 24, 21, 20, 27, 26], but
none of them consider all modalities together due to the lack
of a comprehensive dataset. An attempt was made in [28]
to construct a multimodal dataset for casual deception using
physiological and thermal measurements as well. However,
in the experiment the participants were instructed about ly-
ing/saying a truth depending upon the scenario they were in
rather than a scenario where participants would do so out
of their will. For high-stakes deception, [34] took court-
room trial dataset from [25] and used vision techniques for
deception detection.

1.1. Existing Deception Detection Datasets

Existing work on deception detection has widely used
the datasets as described in Table 1. Many of the datasets fo-
cus only on one modality, and have unnatural stimuli, mak-
ing the deception a forced one, and often lack in volume.
For example, [21, 13, 32, 27] focused only on one modality.
[28] aimed at constructing a multimodal dataset in a casual
setting. However, the dataset was collected by eliciting de-
ceptive and truthful statements in pre-defined scenarios on
the basis of fixed roles assigned to the participants (a partic-
ipant does not deceive of their own will). [25] built a multi-
modal dataset in high stakes scenario. However, it may not

Figure 2: The apparatus used for data collection.

be helpful for detection of casual deception. However, to
the best of our knowledge, there is no dataset for casual
deception detection using multiple modalities and objective
judgment which motivated us to develop a dataset of such
kind.

1.2. Contributions

This paper presents a benchmark dataset, termed as Bag-
of-Lies. The proposed dataset consists of multiple modal-
ities such as video, audio, EEG and Eye Gaze from 35
unique subjects collected using a carefully designed exper-
iment. It has a total of 325 annotated recordings consist-
ing of 162 lies and 163 truths. First, a novel methodology
for collection of casual deception data is proposed, which
even though is objective (free of hypothetical scenarios), al-
lows the participants to lie freely and naturally. Next, data is
recorded with the designed experiment using university stu-
dents who volunteered for the study. Lastly, a comprehen-
sive analysis over the dataset is performed to demonstrate
its utility in the task of deception detection. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first multi-modal dataset that pro-
vides an objective deception scenario for casual deceptions.



Figure 3: Electrode sensor reference used for Emotiv
EPOC+.

2. Proposed Bag-of-Lies Dataset

Most of the deception datasets so far are based on sub-
jective interviews where the participants were either told
beforehand if they have to lie or not, or the participants
were given a hypothetical scenario where they had to ex-
press truthful and deceptive opinion. However, there ex-
ists no dataset for casual deception detection that captures
multiple modalities and provides a real objective goal si-
multaneously. Existing studies suggest that EEG is a po-
tentially unexplored area for deception detection which
showed promising results in a pilot study [32]. Also there
has been past work which suggests that eye blink [11], pupil
dilation [10] and eye movements [24] are related to decep-
tion detection. Inspired from the past work, this work pro-
poses Bag-of-Lies, a novel dataset which is objective in na-
ture, and yet allows natural casual deception scenarios, i.e.,
the participants were free to choose whether they wanted
to be honest or deceive. It combines multiple modalities
such as video, audio, EEG and Eye Gaze as shown in Fig-
ure 1. Table 2 presents dataset statistics. The database will
be made publicly available to the research community1.

2.1. Materials

A normal camera and microphone in a smart-phone was
used for recording the video and audio of participants. This
ensures that the dataset matches realistic scenarios where
high definition recordings might not be available, such as a
YouTube video blog / CCTV footage, etc. A 14-Channel
Emotiv EPOC+EEG headset (wirelessly connected) was
used for the collection of EEG data and Gazepoint GP3
Eye Tracker for collecting gaze data. In addition, 21 dis-
tinct, content-heavy and descriptive images were collected

1Bag-of-Lies will be made available at http://iab-rubric.
org/resources.html

Figure 4: Sample Images used in experiment. The images
are descriptive and hence ideal for the experiment. Images
taken are Creative Commons licensed

Table 2: Statistics of the Bag-of-Lies Dataset.

Modality Video, Audio, and Gaze EEG
Records 325 201
Subjects 35 22
Min, Max 3, 11 6, 10
Truth - Lie 163 - 162 108 - 93

for use in the experiment. The smart-phone was mounted
on a table top clamp camera stand and the volunteers were
seated in front of a monitor which was used to calibrate the
eye tracker and display visual stimulus. The experimental
setup is shown in Figure 2.

The electrode placement system followed for calibration
of EEG device is shown in Figure 3 [1]. The EEG data
collected has 13 channels (channel AF3 being unavailable
due to driver issues, available channels - F3, FC5, F7, T7,
P7, O1, O2, P8, T8, F8, AF4, FC6, F4), sampled at 2048
Hz internally and output filtered to 128 Hz. Since it has
been found that the frontal lobe is responsible for cognitive
activities such as lying [35, 21], the channels collected with
the headset are expected to help with the task of deception
detection.

The Gaze data is compliant with the GazePoint Open
Gaze API [2] and provides with the following 26 columns
- CNT, TIME, TIMETICK, FPOGX, FPOGY, FPOGS,
FPOGD, FPOGID, FPOGV, BPOGX, BPOGY, BPOGV,
CX, CY, CS, USER, LPCX, LPCY, LPD, LPS, LPV, RPCX,
RPCY, RPD, RPS, and RPV. These channels encode infor-
mation such as the best position of gaze, left pupil size, and
right pupil size, which can be further used to calculate fea-
tures such as fixations, pupil size variations and saccades.

http://iab-rubric.org/resources.html
http://iab-rubric.org/resources.html


2.2. Participants

The subjects of this study were 35 university students,
all comfortable with English language and from different
backgrounds. There were 10 female and 25 male partici-
pants, each of which were shown 6-10 images (varying de-
pending on the subjects) from the selected set of images.
Figure 4 shows sample images shown to the participants.
Their responses were recorded using the above setup, thus
providing us with 325 recordings. The recordings are vari-
able in length, ranging from 3.5 seconds to 42 seconds. For
some subjects, the thick hair were an obstruction for record-
ing EEG using our device, and thus for those volunteers
only video, audio and Gaze was recorded. Participants were
requested to avoid significant head movements during the
recording phase owing to the sensitive calibration of EEG
and Gaze instruments.

2.3. Procedure

The experiment is designed as follows:

• A participant is seated in front of a monitor with an
Eye Gaze sensor mounted at the bottom. They are fit-
ted with the EEG headset. Next, they are instructed to
follow the eye gaze calibration procedure.

• Each participant is shown 6-10 images from the se-
lected image set, one at a time.

• The participant is then asked to describe the image that
they are viewing on the screen.

• The participant is free to describe the image honestly
or deceptively.

The participant is asked to provide a description of the
image. They are free to choose between giving an honest
description or lie about the image shown. Thus the experi-
ment is objective, i.e the description does not involve imag-
ining a hypothetical scenario. Also the experiment does
not force participants into providing a deceptive description.
Therefore, the choice of deceiving on a picture is with the
participant and completely natural. The truth for the de-
scriptions given by participant is annotated manually by the
authors according to whether the participant’s description
actually matches the image shown or not.

3. Experiments
For establishing some initial analysis over the curated

dataset, experiments using different modalities are per-
formed and the effect of combining several modalities us-
ing late fusion is observed. More formally, the problem is -
given a set of modalities (m1i,m2i, ...mni) for ith sample,
classify the sample i amongst the two classes – truth or lie.

3.1. Protocol

The dataset is divided into two sets – A and B. Set A
consists of all the users for whom all four - EEG, Gaze,
audio and video are available (22 unique users). Set B is a
superset of Set A, and all three - Gaze, audio and video are
available in the dataset (35 unique users).

For the purpose of evaluation, Set A is further divided
into two-folds (11 users in each fold), and Set B into three-
folds (12, 12 and 11 users, respectively). The results re-
ported are average of cross validation over folds in respec-
tive sets. The papers [27, 25, 32, 13] with a similar problem
statement have also used accuracy (or error) as a suitable
metric for this task.

3.2. Method

Different standard data-driven techniques are applied on
the proposed Bag-of-Lies dataset for analyzing the perfor-
mance of different modalities.

3.2.1 Video

For the classification using video, 20 frames are picked
from each of the recorded videos by selecting a single rep-
resentative frame from duration/20 sized video chunks.
Local Binary Pattern (LBP [22]) features are extracted for
these frames and are concatenated together into a single
feature vector. The order of the concatenation is the same
as they appear in the video. This combined feature vector
is then used further for classification using Support Vector
Machine (SVM) [6], Random Forest [14] and Multilayer
Perceptron (MLP) [12, 33]).

3.2.2 Audio

Audio from all the videos are extracted and processed fur-
ther to calculate various frequency-based properties such
as zero crossing rate, spectral centroid, spectral bandwidth,
spectral rolloff, chroma frequencies and mel frequency cep-
stral coefficients (MFCC) [19, 9]. These are combined
into a 26 dimensional feature vector which is then used for
two-class audio classification using Random Forest and K-
Nearest Neighbour (KNN) [4] classifiers.

3.2.3 EEG

For experiments involving EEG, features are constructed by
two means: (1) the raw data is divided into sub-samples
of a fixed window size of 32. The sub-samples are cre-
ated using sliding window over the time series data with an
overlap of 4 between two consecutive windows. These are
fed into a CNN [15] architecture known to generalize over
several tasks in the presence of limited training data (archi-
tecture described by [16] as 1-D convolutions along time



Figure 5: Architecture with the best performing baselines and score level fusion used for analysing the proposed dataset.
Fusion using the strategy as described in Section 3.2.5.

axis followed by depth-wise 2-D convolutions followed by
a separable 2-D convolution connected to dense layers that
give output probabilities using softmax). (2) For the other
classifiers, the raw data is processed to keep 1000 time
points. Larger data-points are truncated while smaller ones
are padded with zeros. This 1000 dimensional feature vec-
tor is then used with Random Forest for classification.

3.2.4 Gaze

For experiments with Gaze Data, fixations, eye blinks and
pupil size during the recording are calculated as features.
Fixations are events when the participant is focusing on one
portion of the screen for a long time. These are calculated
using a slightly modified version of the PyGaze analysis li-
brary [8]. The duration of a fixation, the location x, y of the
fixation are used as features. A 64 dimensional feature vec-
tor is constructed using top 20 fixations (ranked by their du-
ration) and the number of eye blinks, average pupil size and
standard deviation of pupil size along with the total number
of fixations (thus amounting to 20×3+4 = 64 dimensions).

3.2.5 Combining Modalities

We perform a late fusion [29] of the decisions from best per-
forming classifiers on all modalities in order to determine
the final prediction of a sample recording. The effect of
combining all four modalities in all possible permutations
is measured and summarised in Table 3. For combining the
decisions, score level late fusion is used:

Ci = argmax
k

(

n∑
j=1

αjPijk)

where k represents classes, i represents a sample, n repre-
sents modality (n = 4 for Bag-of-Lies dataset), and Pijk

is the prediction score for ith sample belonging to class
k as given by modality j (weighted per modality by αj).
The values of hyper-parameter αj were chosen by search-
ing between values from 0 to 5 with a step size of 0.2. An
overview of this process is shown in Figure 5. Score level
late fusion was chosen since it is easier to weigh individ-
ual modalities and thus effectively inspect the contribution
of each modality towards deception detection. Better mod-
els can be developed in future to handle multiple modalities



Table 3: Results for Deception Detection on Bag-of-Lies Dataset. Set A and Set B are as defined in section 3.1.

Modality Method Average Accuracy
Set A Set B

Only EEG
Random Forest 58.71 -

EEG Net 54.25 -
MLP 53.79 -

Only Gaze Random Forest 61.70 57.11
MLP 57.71 53.51

Only Video
LBP + SVM 55.21 53.25

LBP + Random Forest 56.20 55.26
LBP + MLP 54.22 49.90

Only Audio Random Forest 53.24 54.89
KNN 53.22 56.22

EEG + Gaze

Score level fusion of best
performing algorithms on various

modalities

62.22 -
EEG + Audio 61.69 -
EEG + Video 60.20 -
Gaze + Audio 63.69 59.42
Gaze + Video 62.19 62.71
Audio + Video 60.68 58.24

Gaze + Video + EEG 62.70 -
Gaze + Audio + EEG 63.21 -
Audio + Video + EEG 63.18 -
Gaze + Video + Audio 64.69 60.09

All four 66.17 -

together.

4. Analysis

Table 3 presents the average classification accuracy (%)
over folds for both the sets A (22 users including EEG) and
B (35 users without EEG).

• Using only individual modalities, it can be observed
that utilizing gaze data gives the best accuracy of
61.70% and 57.11% for Sets A and B respectively
amongst all modalities. This result depicts that gaze
is an important modality and can provide us with es-
sential insights to deception detection which other ex-
isting datasets lack as shown in Table 1.

• On performing score level fusion with two modalities
at a time, it is observed that the results improve by a
significant margin (e.g., 3% with Audio + EEG as
compared to only EEG in Set A and 5.6% with Gaze
+ Video vs. only Gaze in Set B) as compared to using
the individual modalities. This indicates that pairing
up modalities is beneficial for the task of deception de-
tection.

• Similarly when using three modalities simultaneously,
the results improve further and are better than using

a modality individually or pairs of modalities. Fur-
thermore using all four modalities, the results are bet-
ter than using any subset of the modalities. The rele-
vance of gaze and EEG together in a dataset is further
validated during the experiments where giving higher
weights to these modalities performs better than giving
all modalities the same weight. Thus multiple modali-
ties are highly beneficial for the task and by using ad-
vanced architectures and features, better classifiers can
be built to aid the deception detection process which
was previously not possible due to the paucity and un-
availability of such a comprehensive dataset.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, a new multimodal dataset for casual decep-

tion detection having gaze, EEG, audio and video informa-
tion is presented. The dataset presents deception in a natu-
ral setting, with minimal external intervention and multiple
modalities opening avenues for interesting work in the prob-
lem of deception detection which will help lay foundations
for creating systems to tackle the problem in real-time. The
dataset will be made publicly available to the research com-
munity. It is our assertion that this will promote research on
this important topic.

A preliminary analysis using existing frequently used
feature extractors and classifiers showed that gaze features



have the ability to provide deeper understanding of the prob-
lem. Gaze data is unique to Bag-of-Lies dataset, and thus
the dataset presents researchers with new challenges to in-
corporate this potential along with the existing techniques.
Also the dataset has EEG data, and presents interesting re-
search avenues for exploring the cognitive aspects of decep-
tion and this knowledge can be efficiently utilized to train a
better and advanced model. Note that deception detection
is an interesting challenge both for computer vision and pri-
vacy and security communities. The fact that it can imme-
diately be aided by multiple modalities, as shown by a sim-
ple late fusion in section 3.2.5, reinforces the usefulness of
the proposed dataset. It can be further supported by hav-
ing a thorough human benchmark on the proposed dataset
and comparing the performance of this dataset with other
datasets having similar modalities. There is a huge scope of
improvement by using better features for all the modalities,
having a more complex network and deploying more effec-
tive multimodal fusion techniques. Thus, we believe that
presence of the proposed Bag-of-Lies dataset will signifi-
cantly facilitate research on deception detection and thereby
assist in building more robust and practical deception detec-
tion systems.
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